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Proton NMR to study porous media 
 

M. Alesiani 
 

Department of Physics and INFM UdR Roma1, 
University  “La Sapienza”, Piazzale A.Moro, 5 00185, Rome, Italy. 

 
NMR techniques have been successfully applied to porous media, fully or partially saturated 

by liquids, for many years. Porous media are of considerable interest in a wide and very diversified 
range of activities. Plastics, ceramics, cements, glasses, clays and rocks are but a few examples, and 
these share many features of biological tissues, which may as well be regarded as porous media in 
this context. NMR can give information on the nature of interaction of the fluid with the porous 
material and also on the properties of  the porous medium itself.  These range from the adsorption of 
water by materials used in biomedical applications, to factors that control recovery oil from oil fields.  
Most of the previous work dealt directly or indirectly with the effect of the solid surfaces in porous 
media in shortening relaxation times of fluids in the pores. However, much more needs to be learned 
from both scientific and applied points of view about, for instance, the dependence of transport 
properties on both the geometric properties of the porous material and on the solid-liquid surface 
interactions. Diffusion measurements by NMR offer information on both the distances between pores 
and the connections between pores in porous media. NMR diffusion data show different behaviour 
over times short enough for diffusion primarily within a single pore than for times long enough for 
diffusion from pore to pore. 
Several papers deal with details of fluid relaxation at different kinds of surfaces in porous media, 
fully saturated, partially saturated, and even with fractional molecular monolayers of surface 
coverage. Different relaxation mechanisms for different situations were studied, and information on 
molecular motion and interactions in the layers determined. The effects of magnetic field strength on 
surface contributions to relaxation, first observed in the 1950s, were studied and in many cases 
attributed to specific mechanisms. 
The correlation between the pore dimensions in water-saturated porous media and the relaxation 
times values has been widely discussed in a number of papers [1,2,3,4]. Measurement of the 1H NMR 
spin- lattice  and spin- spin relaxation time, have been demonstrated as important tools in the 
characterization of pore size distribution of various porous materials.  
The observed relaxation times are strongly dependent on the pore size, the type of material and the 
water content. All of this results in a complex correlation between the NMR relaxation times, the 
porous material and its water content. For a particular system T1 values have been successfully used 
to estimate the permeability, the wettability and fluid saturation [5,6].  
The estimation of pore- size distribution is of considerable importance in the development of models 
to describe the behaviour of fluids confined within porous media . NMR spin- lattice relaxation 
measurements of confined fluids are sensitive to both the pore size and geometry [7]. 
One of the most widely employed model for the estimation of equivalent spherical pore size 
distributions was fully developed by Davies et al. [8,9], and is based around the theory of Brownstein 
and Tarr [10] which however presents the most obvious deficiency that the value of the surface 
relaxation strength, needed for the calculation, is not readily accessible. 
The study of relaxation times of NMR active nuclei in liquids confined to pore structures allows 
characterization of the geometry of the open volume providing information regarding its 
homogeneity, spatial distribution, and tortuosity. Experiments performed on samples containing 
different amounts of fluid can probe the degree of homogeneity at smaller and smaller length scales, 
permitting a determination of the intrinsic nature of the liquid- solid interaction responsible for the 
observed enhancement of the relaxation rates. 
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Manifestation of Chiral Recognition of Camphor Enantiomers 
by α-Cyclodextrin in Longitudal and Transverse Relaxation Rates  

of the Corresponding Complexes 
 

Waldemar Anczewskia, Helena Dodziukb, Andrzej Ejcharta 

a Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics, 02-��� :DUV]DZD� 3DZL�VNLHJR �$� 
b Institute of Physical Chemistry, 01-224 Warszawa, Kasprzaka 44. 

 
Complexes of camphor enantiomers with α-cyclodextrin in 2H2O manifest differences in longitudinal 
and transverse relaxation rates of camphor methyl protons owing to the chiral recognition. The lower 
values of the relaxation times in a complex than those of the free species were interpreted in terms of 
the decreased guest mobility as the result of the complexation. Nuclear relaxation rates in molecules 
exchanging fast between free and bound states can be described by the following equation: 

Ri,obs = pbRi,b + (1 – pb)Ri,free 
where Ri are longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates for i = 1,2, respectively. Subscripts obs, b, 
and free correspond to the experimentally measured relaxation rates and relaxation rates in bound and 
free species, pb is a molar fraction of molecules in the bound state. 

Longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates for H9 and H10 protons of methyl groups in 
camphor enantiomers, free and complexed with α-cyclodextrin, were measured at two magnetic 
fields, 9.4 T and 11.7 T. The relaxation data were quantitatively analyzed using the model-free 
approach. In experimental conditions (guest-to-host ratio = 1 : 20, T = 300.6 K) almost all camphor 
molecules were complexed (pb = 0.9) and the rotational diffusion of complex was well outside the 
extreme narrowing (τR = 670 ps). 
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Wilson’s disease monitored by NMR spectroscopy 
 

%DUEDUD %OLFKDUVND� $QQD %
WNRZVND� Magdalena Hyjek  
Institute of Physics, Jagellonian University, Kraków, Poland 

 
5\V]DUDG *XUELHO� -DQXV] 3\ND� 6áDZRPLU 6]\WXáD 

Faculty of Biotechnology Jagellonian University, Kraków, Poland 
 
 

Wilson’s disease is characterized by a blood serum deficiency of ceruloplasmin and a 
disturbance of copper metabolism. The initial presentation of this disease is variable, although often 
neurological and psychiatric symptoms are predominant. A correct early diagnosis of this disease is 
very important, because in the absence of treatment   (chelation therapy) the disease is often fatal. 

NMR relaxation measurements and EPR spectra of copper and ceruloplasmin solutions in water 
and patient blood serum (in the presence of a chelator) can be used for modeling copper metabolism. 
This model may then be used for fast estimation of copper concentration. Some of the results of our 
NMR relaxation and EPR investigations will be presented.        
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NMR  Multipole  Relaxation  
 in  the  Rotating  Frame 

 
Jerzy S. Blicharski 

 
M. Smoluchowski Institute of Physics, Jagellonian University, Cracow, Poland and 

H. NiewodniF]D�VNL ,QVWLWXWH RI 1XFOHDU 3K\VLFV � &UDFRZ� 3RODQG 
 
 
 We consider NMR multipole relaxation for arbitrary nuclear quadrupole spins I � �� LQ WKH

presence of the electric quadrupole interactions in the rotating frame.  The multipole relaxation times 

TLMρ are calculated  for arbitrary multipole orders L � �,  and  arbitrary M-quantum  coherences,  with 

è M è � L, in  a weak  collision  approximation  [1-2],  as a function of temperature, frequency and the 

tilt angle β between the external magnetic  field  Bo and effective field Be in the rotating  frame.     In 

a special case, for nuclear  spins     I  = 1, 3/2 and 5/2, one can get from  this general theory  the  

multipole relaxation times  TLMρ  for  L = 1, 2,..,5 and  M = 0, 1, 2,.,5, respectively [3-4].           The 

multipole relaxation times in the rotating frame are compared with relaxation times for dipolar orders 

[5-9]  and they may be used for investigations of  slow molecular motions in solids, liquid crystals 

and biological systems. 
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THE NMR AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF INTERACTION OF TOPOTECAN THE 
WEAK MINOR GROOVE BINDER WITH DNA 

 

W. Bociana, L. Kozerskia,b, E. Bednareka, J. Sitkowskia,b 

 
 aDrug Institute, 00-725 Warszawa, &KHáPVND ������ 3RODQG� bInstitute of Organic 
Chemistry, Polish Academy of Sciences, 01-224 Warszawa, Kasprzaka 44, Poland 

 

We present the result of our NMR and computational study of interaction of the 
anticancer drug topotecan (TPT) with natural DNA octamer: d(GCGATCGC)2 and nicked 
DNA decamer of the structure: 3'-TTGCG-5'-PEG6-3'-CGCAACAGCG-5'-PEG6-3'-CGCTG-
5' with the nick at T5 - G6 unit, as a model for the DNA/Topoisomerase I/ Topotecan 
complex. 
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The observed small binding constants of a range of 2 ÷ 3 mM-1 indicate that TPT bind 

weakly to DNA. The drug is in a fast exchange regime with natural DNA duplex as 
evidenced by the preservation of the C2 symmetry of the octamer duplex in NMR spectra. 
The titration experiments with TPT show its selective stronger affinity to the edge of the 
guanosine G1 with respect to the other bases inside the DNA octamer d(GCGATCGC)2. The 
weak cross peaks between TPT and octamer and chemical shift changes induced by 
DNA/TPT interaction are reported. The selected chemical shifts changes of nicked decamer 
are also observed, and they clearly indicate that shifts are concerned on the protons at the 
nick motif and majority of them are found in the base pair flanking the nick; i.e. T5/A17 and 
G6, A17 bases. Our results show for the first time that TPT binds to the nicked DNA 
decamer entering the nick in the intercalating fashion from the minor groove side 

 The molecular modeling analysis showed that NMR derived structural parameters 
can not be fully assigned only to one simple structure of octamer DNA/TPT complex. 
Therefore we proposed multi-conformational model selected upon unrestrained molecular 
dynamic simulation in explicit solvent and free energy analysis using the MM-PBSA 
(molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area) method. 
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Structural Characterization of Organic Molecules with Solid State NMR 

G. Buntkowsky 

FU Berlin, Institute of Chemistry, Takustr.3 D-14195 Berlin, Germany 

The characterization of the structure of molecules in solid phases is a very important spectroscopic 
task in instrumental analytical chemistry. While the chemical structure of these compounds in general 
is known, this is often not the case for their solid state conformation, in particular if the compound is 
amorphous or poorly crystallizing, which prevents the application of diffraction techniques. In 
addition, many of these compounds exhibit structural polymorphism, resulting in various solid state 
conformations.  For the investigation of the conformation of such compounds, combinations of 
various solid state NMR techniques are employed, which exploit dipolar, quadrupolar and chemical 
shielding interactions.  
In the first part a selectively alanine-13Cβ trytophan-15Nring labeled sample of the Src-homology region 
3 (SH3) domain of α–spectrin (chicken), a 62 residue protein, were biosynthesized and studied by 
solid state CP-MAS NMR,  13C-15N REDOR and  15N-13C TEDOR spectroscopy. The interresidual 
distance between the alanine residue Ala55 and the tryptophan residue Trp42 is determined by the 
measurement of the dipolar coupling between  Ala-13Cβ and Trp-15Nring. A dipolar coupling of 
53±8Hz, corresponding to a CN distance of  3.85±0.25Hz is found. This result is compared to the CN 
distances obtained by X-ray diffraction and liquid state NMR. 
In the second part  magnetic dipolar couplings between the 15N atom (labeled) and neighboring 13C 
atoms (natural abundance) in three solid modifications (monolayer, bilayer, fiber) of N-octyl-D-
gluconamide, a medium sized amphiphile, are measured with Rotational Echo Double Resonance 
(REDOR). A unique spectral assignment of 13C resonances is possible by means of their dipolar 
dephasing. While in the monolayer crystal and in the fiber modification the assignment is amenable 
to the solution spectra, in the bilayer crystallites a different assignment is found. The dipolar 
couplings in the range of 45 Hz to 1220 Hz are converted into CN distances. These distances are 
employed in conjunction with the 13C chemical shieldings of the CP-MAS spectra to determine sets 
of possible torsion angles, which define the molecular conformation in the neighborhood of the amide 
group.  
In the last part samples of a selectively 13C, 15N -labeled fragment of the Aβ peptide were 
synthesized, fibrillized and investigated employing dipolar solid state NMR spectroscopy.  The fibers 
were incubated at different pH values (pH 2.6 and pH 7.4).  Electron microscopy of negatively 
stained specimens showed that the diameter of the fibers depended on the pH.  This macroscopic 
difference is also found on the molecular level, where different distances between labeled residues are 
observed for the fragments.  From the NMR data possible structures for the fibrils  are elucidated.   
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TIME EVOLUTION OF STATE MULTIPOLES UNDER QUADRUPOLAR INTERACTION 
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Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita „ La Sapienza „ I-00185 Rome, Italy. 

∗ M. Smoluchowski Institute of Physics, Jagiellonian University, Reymonta 4, 
30-059 Kraków, Poland. 

 
       Relaxation of multiple-quantum coherences in spin systems of quadrupolar nuclei was 
considered in many papers [1], [2], [3]. It was shown that multiple-quantum coherences also can be 
created in absence of quadrupolar splittings. Multiple-quantum NMR techniques have a great 
meaning in investigations of biological and macromolecular systems. In a such systems of spins, 
under relaxation processes and also under static interactions the higher ranks multipoles  <TKQ> ( 
expectation values of irreducible spherical tensor operators where the K is  rank of the tensor operator 
and  Q is component of the tensor operator) can be generated by the  respective pulse sequence 
[4],[5],[6]. In this contribution we present analytical description  of the relaxation  of the quadrupolar 
nucleus  with spin 5/2  using the state multipoles formalism, for the case where multiple-quantum 
coherences are excited. We consider the following multiple-quantum pulse sequence: π/2ϕ--ι /2--πϕ--
ι /2--βϕ+φ--tm--….. In absence of the quadrupolar splitting, the initial pulse generates components of 
the first rank multipole <T1,±1>, which under quadrupolar relaxation evolve during the evolution 
period into <TK,±1>, where rank K=1, 3, 5. The mixing pulse leads to creation for each K, in general, 
complete set (2K+1) of multipole components. However, using the multiple-quantum filtering 
techniques it is possible to select and to investigate the relaxation  for some determined components 
of state multipoles. In this case the components with a given Q evolve independently on another one. 
The interaction couples of  single-quantum multipoles of ranks 1, 3 and 5. On the other hand, the two- 
and three-quantum multipoles of rank 3 and rank 5 are coupled together , what leads to their 
biexponential relaxation in the time tm. However the time evolution of multipole components <T5,±4> 
and <T5,±5> is described by exponential function. In presence of nonvanishing quadrupolar coupling 
the initial π/2 pulse creates the components <T1,±1>, <T2,±2>, <T2,0>, which in evolution period evolve 
under quadrupolar interaction and transverse relaxation, leading generally to creation of the following  
couplet sets of state multipoles: <TK,0> where K=1, 3, 5;  <TK,±1> where K=1, 3, 5; <T2,Q>, <T4,Q> for 
Q=0, ±1, ±2; and <T3,±2>, <T5,±2>. So we get in this case the multipoles of even ranks, of which 
relaxation is determined by biexponential function. After mixing pulse the selection of determined 
multipole components can be performed by multiple-quantum filtration techniques. 
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For years it has been commonly believed that methyl groups and similar molecular moieties 
can behave as quantum rotors only in molecular solids at cryogenic temperatures1.  Under such 
conditions, by virtue of the spin-space correlations imposed by the Pauli principle, quantum 
mechanical tunnelling in the three-well torsional potential can be observed in NMR spectra as an 
apparent coupling between the nuclear spins involved. With increasing temperature, the spectral 
patterns due to tunnelling gradually disappear along with the onset of stochastic, environement-
induced dynamics which ultimately prevail. This is generally referred to as a transition to the classical 
regime: Apart from coherent tunnelling, the rotor is assumed to make random jumps between its three 
equilibrium orientations.  

An alternative to such a quantum-classical ecclecticism is our recent damped quantum rotor 
(DQR) model affording a consistent quantum mechanical treatment of both the coherent and 
stochastic dynamics.2 In the DQR model, instead of one rate constant of the classical random jumps, 
the stochastic dynamics are described by two rate constants, kt and kK. They measure environement-
induced damping of certain quantum coherences within the torsional manifold, averaged over the 
torsional ladder, and involving "real-complex" (the tunnelling coherence) and "complex -complex" 
(the Kramers coherence) pairs of the torsional sublevels, respectively. These are the only coherences 
that are sufficiently long-lived to be observed in NMR. When kt and kK happen to be equal, the DQR 
equation for NMR lineshape becomes formally identical with the familiar Alexander-Binsch (AB) 
equation (augmented, when necessary, with the coherent tunnelling term), which is based  on the 
classical jump model. For a methyl-like system, departure of the ratio c = kt / kK from 1 can therefore 
be used as a quantitative indicator of the extent of non-classicality in its stochastic behaviour. 

Our former studies on a CD3 group in a molecular crystal at cryogenic temperatures3 indicate 
that for certain methyl rotors there may be no such a classical limit. Recently, we have detected such 
nonclassical effects in liquid-phase NMR spectra of 9-methyl-1,2,3,4-tetrabromotriptycene 14, the 
compound characterized by an extremely high torsional barrier for the methyl rotation, about 40.2 
kJ/mol, i.e., nearly 10 times as high as that for the CD3 group mentioned above. 

 These unprecedented findings are now confirmed for other methyltriptycene derivatives with 
high methyl torsional barriers, including 9-methyl-1,2,3,4-tetrachlorotriptycene 2, and 9,10-dimethyl-
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorotriptycene 3. In the temperature ranges investigated (179 – 186 K for 2 and 198 – 
212 K for 3) the classicality factors c for 2 and 3 are about 1.2 and 1.1, respectively.  

The above results, involving both kryogenic and ambient temperatures, may indicate that in 
the stochastic reorientation of methyl groups with torsional barriers lower than 40 kJ/mol (that is, for 
nearly all such systems investigated so far) the nonclassical effects are ubiquituous. An immediate 
consequence of these findings is an urgent need for a reconsideration of the standard, jump-model-
based nuclear spin relaxation teories for the methyl group. 
 

1.  A.J. Horsewill, Prog. Nucl. Magn. Reson. Spectrosc. 35, 359 (1999). 
2.  S. Szymanski,  J. Chem.Phys. 111, 288-299 (1999). 
3.  S. Szymanski et al.,  J. Magn. Reson. 148, 277 (2001). 

P. Bernatowicz and S. Szymanski,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 023004 (2002). 
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Spirostanol sapogenins occur in several plant families and are extracted industrially since they 
can be converted into pregnane derivatives – starting materials for the production of steroid 
hormones. The first step in the semi-synthesis of steroid drugs is cleavage of ring E, for example by 
catalysed acetolysis to pseudosapogenins. The latter are furostane derivatives with the C20 - C22 
double bond and an esterified OH group at C26. 

Steroid sapogenins have been intensively studied with different techniques including 1H and 13C 
NMR in solution. However, solid state NMR studies of this group of compounds are few [1,2]. A 
series of compounds deriving from spirostanols, the furostanes (pseudosapogenins) are analysed by 
13C NMR in solution and solid phase: 

1. bisfuran ((22S, 23R, 25S)-23,26-epoxy-��-furostane-�����-diol 3-acetate) 
2. 12-oxo-�.-ODFWRQH ���-acetoxy-12-oxo-�.-pregnane-����� �-carbolactone) 
3. � �-ODFWRQH �� �-acetoxy-� �-pregnane-����� �-carbolactone) 
4. pseudosapogenin ((25R)-� ����-diacetoxy-�.-furost-20(22)-en-12-one) 

 
 13C NMR in solution and solid phase. The 13C CP MAS NMR spectra were recorded on a 

Bruker DSX-400 spectrometer at 100.61 MHz, the samples were spun at 10 kHz in 4mm cylindrical 
ZrO2 rotor. The spectra were assigned using dipolar dephasing sequence and also on the basis of 
liquid state chemical shifts. The solid-state spectra of remarkably good quality are obtained in half an 
hour, which indicates an efficient cross-polarisation. The splitting of C=O resonances suggests the 
presence of polymorhic (pseudopolymorphic) forms. 

 
[1]. Morzycki, I.Wawer, A. Gryszkiewicz, J. Maj, L. Siergiejczyk, A. Zaworska  
        NMR studies of 4-aza-steroids in solution and solid state 
        Steroids, 67 (2002) 621-626 
[2]. I. Wawer, J. Nartowska and A. Cichowlas 
      13C cross polarisation MAS NMR study of some steroidal sapogenins 
       Solid State NMR, 20 (2001) 35-45 
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The dual fluorescence of many dialkylaniline derivatives has been investigated for more than 30 

years. Apart from the ordinary emission, a strongly red-shifted anomalous fluorescence with a small 

radiative constant is present in the spectrum of these compounds. The nature of the distortion that 

leads to the low energy emission has been heavily discussed. The most popular model assumes the 

formation of a twisted internal charge transfer (TICT) state, obtained after an electron jump from a 

donor to an acceptor, accompanied by twisting towards the orthogonal conformation of the two 

groups. Although the TICT hypothesis was generally accepted, there was no direct evidence for it.  

To test the TICT model, we have chosen 2-(N-methyl-N-isopropylamino)-5-cyanopyridine (see 

scheme)1. At low temperatures (-90 oC in MeOH) the A and B conformers of this compound have 

distinct NMR spectra with a low syn-anti ground state isomerization barrier of 10-20 kcal/mol.  

If the TICT interpretation is correct, then the C-N bond twisting in the excited state results in an 

orthogonal geometry of the electron donor and acceptor moieties. This should lead to syn-anti 

isomerization and to transient perturbation of the relative populations of the ground state conformers. 

Photoinduced geometrical isomerization was detected in difference 1H NMR spectra. In each cycle a 

single 308 nm excimer laser pulse was absorbed by a solution of the compound under study, followed 

by an NMR spectrum collection. A dark spectrum measured under identical conditions was then 

subtracted from it. The NMR difference spectrum (figure below) shows photodepletion of the isomer 

A and photoenrichment of the isomer B. The results prove photochemical syn-anti isomerization of 

the compound studied and are compatible with the TICT model. 

1H NMR spectrum of 2-(N-

methyl-N-isopropylamino)-5-

cyanopyridine in CD3OD at -90 
oC (upper line). Light-dark 

difference spectrum in CD3OD 

(center line) and same spectrum

measured in THF (bottom line). 

1. JACS, 124, 2406-2407 

(2002) 
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The structure of poly(aspartic acid), what can appear either in cyclic or linear form, has 

been widely discussed. Linear product have two possible units (α and β) in structures as 

shown in Figure1.  

NH CH CO

CH2

COOH m

NH CH CH2 CO

COOH

n

 

Fig. 1. α and β units in structures of poly(aspartic acid). 

 

All the steps of synthesis are carried out in high temperature during a several hours. The 

process of polycondensation requires a catalyst, for example phosphorus acid. 

The Department of Chemistry and Technology of Polymers of Cracow University of 

Technology presents a new, original method of synthesis of poly(aspartic acid) from 

monoammonium salt of maleic acid (which was obtained from maleic anhydride, water and 

ammonia) under microwave irradiation. 

Polyaspartate have been analysed by a variety of spectroscopic techniques: IR and 1H NMR. 

The analysis indicate that poly(aspartic acid) prepared in such pathway has  linear structure 

and contains a 1:3 ratio of β:α linkages. 

 

 

Keywords: poly(aspartic acid),maleic anhydride, microwave, : IR and 1H NMR spectroscopy. 
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on the Model-Free Approach Derived Parameters 
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 Recently the relationship between the internal dynamics of macromolecules and their 
biological functions has been the subject of much research. Information about the dynamics of a 
protein from 15N NMR relaxation studies is typically based on the measurements of 15N longitudinal 
and transverse relaxation rates and the 1H-15N nuclear Overhauser enhancement giving access to the 
mobility of N–H vectors. Owing to the complexity of motions in proteins a specific type of motion 
was seldom assumed and the experimental data have been usually analyzed by the model-free 
approach (MFA) providing insight into both the overall tumbling and the local molecular motions of 
the molecule. 
  

Current NMR techniques provide 1 – 5% uncertainty in the determination of experimental 
relaxation data. The influence of experimental uncertainty on the determination of the MFA 
parameters has been analyzed in terms of the use of alternative models (original or extended MFA), 
number of model parameters and their mutual correlations, and the accuracy of such variable 
molecular parameters as distances between interacting nuclei or chemical shift anisotropies. 
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 The Laves phase type compounds of manganese and transition metals easily absorb hydrogen 
(deuterium).  The hydrogen atoms occupy the tetragonal type A2B2 interstitial sites. Hydrogen 
concentrations are much smaller than the amount of available interstitial positions, what enables 
hydrogen to diffuse.  Hydrogen uptake causes strong increase of the unit cell and many structural and 
magnetic transformations especially in the YMn2 compound [1].  These changes are dependent on 
hydrogen concentration and its diffusion.  As far as the relations between hydrogen content and 
observed transformations are well known, the role of hydrogen diffusion is not yet known.  The 
dynamics of hydrogen has been investigated for isostructural nonmagnetic compounds, like ZrCr2Hx 
or TaV2Hx [2].  In these compounds two types of hydrogen motion has been observed – normal 
diffusion between A2B2 interstitials and a quick diffusion in rings of six NN A2B2 sites. 
 In our work we have investigated the YMn2D2.5 deuteride by use of 2D NMR.  The NMR 
measurements have been performed at a deuteron resonance frequency of 40.0 MHz in a magnetic 
field gradient of 48 T/m at temperatures 291 K, 313 K and 333 K in the paramagnetic range above the 
magnetic ordering temperature (264 K).   In the standard measurement of the saturation recovery we 
obtained a mono exponential relaxation curve. The relaxation times T1 were ~7 ms and a Kohlrausch 
parameter very close to one. To study the diffusion of deuterium we performed the stimulated echo 
experiments ((π/2) - τ - (π/2) - t - (π/2)  - echo S(,t) sequence). The measurements were made in 
function of t and τ.  For larger τ values the decay became faster which indicated a diffusion. The data 
were analysed using standard approach assuming non-limited diffusion.  The obtained diffusion 
coefficients are in the range 10-8 – 10-10 m2/s, whereas for e.g. ZrCr2H0.45 the reported value at room 
temperature is 8.6x10-11 m2/s [2]. However the fits are not stable and point out, that some additional 
effects influence the dynamics of deuterium, suggesting, that we have a limited diffusion process.  It 
is possible, that either the interaction with the grain boundaries takes place, what causes faster spin 
UHOD[DWLRQ RU D VWURQJ PDJQHWLF LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLWK ELJ �a� �%� PDJQHWLF PRPHQWV RI PDQJDQHVH
depolarise the deuterium. The theoretical calculations aimed to explain the obtained data are in 
progress. 
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The inherent feature of any NMR spectra obtained by Fourier Transform of the FID following an rf 
pulse is the baseline distortion. It occurs due to the dead time of the pulse NMR spectrometer, in which several 
initial points of the FID are spoiled. In the case of liquid or single crystal samples, several automatic routines 
are available in the professional packages provided by spectrometer manufacturers. These are based on the 
polynomial fitting to the distorted baseline. There are also stand-alone programs designed specifically for this 
purpose, which are able to correct the baseline by using a form of Linear Prediction in the time domain, 
assuming certain model for experimental NMR signal. A universal, time-domain  algorithm designed for 
correcting single crystal 2H NMR spectra without using any assumptions about the NMR signal was developed 
by Heuer [1]. It was very successful in obtaining a flat baseline when the spectrum consisted of several 
separate lines, with large regions with the baseline visible between them. 

Unfortunately, all above methods fail when applied to wide 2H NMR spectra obtained from powder 
samples. The available range of the baseline is unsufficient for the Heuer’s method, and the shape of the NMR 
signal is initially unknown, because it depends on dynamics (tunnelling, reorientations). Moreover, the 
spectrum is often a superposition of several components, for example due to the presence of various 
isotopomers in the partially deuterated samples [2]. In such cases a distorted baseline makes the quantitative 
interpretation of the NMR spectrum virtually impossible. 

As a last resort, the NMR experimenter can try to manually correct some initial points in the FID, 
based both on his intuition and experience, and on comparison with simulations. The SAS program was 
designed to make these corrections interactively. By modifying the value of each point separately (maximum 
20 complex data points), the operator can immediately see the effect on the baseline. After several iterations, 
this fast and easy technique usually leads to an acceptable NMR spectrum, which can be interpreted quantitati-
vely.   

 The SAS program is written in C language with the use of GTK+ library and works under Linux. The 
program is developed as  freeware and its source is available upon request.  
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Studies of structure and ions dynamics have been performed on many ammonium 

hexachlorometallates. They represent a set of compounds with systematically changing parameters, 

eg. unit cell size and hindering potentials. One of many interesting features are deuteration induced 

phase transitions.  

Ammonium hexachlorotellurate undergoes a phase transition (PT) from trigonal to monoclinic 

phase at 48K and then at deuterations above 85% a first order PT to a tetragonal phase at 32K, 

accompanied by a strong increase in cell volume.  

Ammonium hexachloroplumbate undergoes a second order  PT from cubic to trigonal 

structure at 79K, as a result of rotation of the octahedral anions. (ND4)2PbCl6 undergoes also a first 

order PT to a monoclinic or orthorhombic structure at 38.4K. An orientational disorder of ND4
+ ions 

among positions imposed by the crystal field and tunnelling between them were considered to explain 

the observed heat capacity.  

The deuteron NMR spectroscopy allows for precise evaluation of tunnelling frequency for ND4
+ 

ions in powder samples up to about 7MHz.  We apply these procedures to study tunnelling of ND4
+ 

ions in (ND4)2TeCl6 and (ND4)2PbCl6. Two components in the spectra appear in the ordered phase 

and are attributed to the ions in ordered domains and transition regions between them. The 

temperature dependence of the tunnelling frequency of ND4
+ ions was measured for both regions. The 

low temperature plateau values for (ND4)2TeCl6 are equal to 0.5MHz and 2.2MHz in domains and 

domain walls, respectively. The respective values obtained for (ND4)2PbCl6 are equal to 0.3MHz and 

1.0MHz. A gradual change of the potential experienced by ammonium ions in domain walls was 

observed in the latter case.   As a general feature we point out higher potentials experienced by 

ammonium ions in the ordered domains.  

Spin-lattice relaxation study indicates the importance of cross-relaxation at low temperatures in 

both compounds. 
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Pyridoxine [5-hydroxyl-6-methyl-3-4-pyridinedimethanol] is known as vitamin B6 and occurs 

in all kind of food. The intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonds lead to three-dimensional structure [1]. 

The measurements of the second moment were carried out down to 130 K. It was found that within the 

experimental error M2  is temperature independent and close to 0.135 mT2 . 1H spin relaxation times T1 

and T1d were measured down to 55 K at 14 and  25 MHz *)  while T1 at 200 MHz was measured down 

to 10 K (see below).  
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Below 30 K, where T1 is temperature independent, occupation of the ground state only is assumed [3] 

A motion of proton  of  the hydroxyl groups or CH2OH groups probably provides additional 

mechanism of relaxation, in the high temperature region.  

 
*)  Done during stay one of us (S.G.) at prof.  E. R. Andrew NMR Laboratory, Gainesville. 

[1] J. Longo, K. J. Franklin, M. F. Richardson, Acta Cryst. B38, 2721 (1982). 

[2] J. Haupt,  Z.  Naturforsch. 26a, 1578 (1971). 

[3] A. J. Horsewill, Prog. NMR Spectroscopy 35, 359 (1999). 

[4] F. Köksal, E. Rössler and H. Sillescu , J. Phys. C: Solid State Phys. 15, 5821 (1982) 

  

It is assumed, that slightly asymmetrical 

minimum observed at 200 MHz, with 

slope smaller on the low temperature 

side of minimum (below 4 kJ/mole on 

low temperature side of minimum and 

about 5 kJ/mole on the high temperature 

side of minimum) is  connected  to the 

motion of methyl group. The data were 

fitted in terms of Haupt’s theory, which 

takes   into  account tunneling assisted 

relaxation [2,3]. 
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Determination of chain branching in elevated-molecular-weight epoxy 

resins using 1H NMR spectrometry 
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The elevated-molecular-weight epoxy resins (epoxy value EV=0.25-0.02 mol/100 g; Mn=1000-

10000), were prepared according to the "advancement" process based on polyaddition of bisphenol A 

to a lower-molecular-weight (L-M) epoxy resin (EV=0.57 mol/100 g; Mn=370-500) in the presence 

of catalyst. 

 

 

Figure 1. "Advancement" process - polyaddition of bisphenol A to L-M epoxy resin (e.g. bisphenol A 

diglycidyl ether). 

 

All solid epoxy resins were prepared both under microwave irradiation and conventional heating. The 

microwave reactions were performed in a multi-mode microwave reactor “Plazmatronika” 

(microwave frequency-2.45 GHz, microwave power 100 W). 

The degree of branching has been investigated by 1H NMR spectrometry. Each molecule of solid 

epoxy resin contains as many aliphatic hydroxyl groups as there are repeated units in the linear 

structure (see in Figure 1). These hydroxyl groups are potential branch points. 

The applied method relies on involving rapid reaction between trichloroacetyl isocyanate and 

hydroxyl groups presented in the solid epoxy resins. The results show that degree of branching for 

resins synthesized under microwave irradiation is comparable with those obtained under conventional 

heating and varies between 0.06 and 0.15 what is consistent with the literature data. 
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DEUTERON SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION STUDY FOR D2  IN THE 
SUPERCAGES OF ZEOLITE NaY. 
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     There exist supercages of 7.4 Å dimension in the zeolite NaY. We placed single D2 molecules in 

the cages.We apply spin-lattice relaxation to study their mobility. The measurements were performed 

in the 75K � 7 � ���. WHPSHUDWXUH UDQJH� 7KH UHOD[DWLRQ SURFHVV is exponential in the whole range. 

     There exists a sharp minimum at about T =110K. We attribute it to a transition from the low 

temperature range where the quadrupole relaxation dominates to the high temperature range where 

spin-rotation interaction prevails. 

$W ORZ WHPSHUDWXUHV ZH KDYH WKH FRQGLWLRQ &0 
22c 

2�� � IXOILOOHG� 7KH FRUUHODWLRQ WLPH 2c is defined 

as a mean time between jumps of  D2  molecules from one to another adsorbstion site.  

We obtained Ea  =  3.19 kJ/mol. Finally we fit a general formula  

T1
-1

   $ 2c �&�2c 

to our results. 
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Liquid fraction bound in porous system and, thus indirectly, the parameters of pore distribution may be successfully investigated using 
proton magnetic relaxation. This method gives saturation concentration and the content of water soluble solid fraction in porous system 
[1]; informs on paramagnetic ions behavior in pores of hydrated controlled pore glass [2,3]; quantitatively describes the cement paste 
hardening kinetics [4]; yields the values of rock porosity [5,6], permeability [5,7,8], content of water and content of solid and liquid 
hydrocarbons [9-12]; allows to differentiate free and immobilized liquid phase in porous rock [13-16]. 

For pore size configuration resembling self-similar distribution [17], the spin-lattice relaxation function of liquid fraction is 
fitted by stretched exponential (SE) function [18]. As SE approximation overestimates the component amplitude, Peyron et al. [19] 
modified the SE distribution with non-zero shortest value of relaxation time. For lime-silicate rock the overestimation of magnitude by 
SE model equals 0.035±0.02 (fractal exponent α=0.61), and underestimation of time constant TSE is even lesser [20]. Thus, for analysis 
of presented data we applied SE model. The heterogeneous liquid fraction present in porous rock was simulated externally doped 
distilled water. The porous matrix was lime silicate rock containing high concentration of paramagnetic ions dissolved in water filling 
pores [21]. As it macroscopically disasembled, when hydrated from aqueous phase, lime silicate rock was hydrated from gaseous phase 
at controlled humidity. The hydration level saturated after 24h of hydration. Total porosity of lime silicate rock, “Opoka”, from Lublin 
Synclinorium, was 58%, bulk density ρB = 1.449 gcm-3, skeletal density ρS = 1.866 gcm-3 [21]. 

Proton free induction decays were collected after pulse π/2=1.3µs as averaged value from 3000 scans; mattrix of spin-lattice 
relaxational data was recorded using inversion recovery metod: π — τ — π/2 — FID(t); two dimensional data analysis in time domain 
was performed using program CracSpin [22]. Proton signal consisted of the solid fraction (described by the Gaussian function) and 
liquid fraction coming from the immobilized liquid bound in pores and from externally doped water. Spin-lattice relaxation function of 
water bound in porous rock showed self-similar pore distribution with fractal exponent for lime silicate rock α = 0.60 at low hydration 
level. The hydration dependencies of fractal exponent and proton spin-lattice relaxation time TSE (obtained from SE fits) were analyzed.  
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Deep dehydration at decreased temperature experienced by photosynthetic membranes during 
lyophilization resembles the conditions happening in harsh Arctic or Antarctic habitats. 
Extremophilic plants, e.g. some lichen species, reveal very effective freeze protection mechanisms 
and acute water stress resistance of [1-5] Moreover, lichens can perform photosynthetic activity 
below 00C [6,7], even at the temperatures well below the ice crystallite formation in extracellular 
spaces [8,9]. They can take water directly from gaseous phase in [10]. These facts focus the attention 
on the responce of the isolated cell organellae on extreme environmental conditions. Photosynthetic 
membranes were selected by their importance for plant photosynthetic activity. It is not clear whether 
freeze-dried photosynthetic membranes remain in lamellar phase, however, after rehydration they 
return to lamellar phase [11,12].  

The aim of this paper was to search the rehydration process, the nature of water binding sites, 
and water fractions bonded at initial stages of rehydration of photosynthetic membranes. The 
hydration kinetics, the sorption isotherms and proton free induction decays for different hydration 
level were analyzed.  

Photosynthetic membranes were grown either in light or in darkness, or were modified by 
addition of protein synthesis inhibitors (actidione and chloramphenicol) [13]. For all samples the 
sigmoidal form of adsorption isotherm was observed [14], with percentage of water binding sites with 
high affinity much lower than in lichen thalli [15]. NMR data were analyzed using FID decomposing 
procedure of CracSpin [16].  
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The diagnostic value of various sequences used in MR imaging of nasal sinus pathology 

structures was studied. The analysis of MR images in SE/PD, T1, T2, T1iv sequences, obtained in 

axial, coronal and sagital plane, for 38 patients, was performed in the consideration of the character of 

an intensity signal from pathological structures.   

The results were elaborated in nonparametric Kruskall-Wallis, Wilcoxon, ANOVA Friedman, Mann-

Whitney and tau Kendall test.  

The statistical analysis showed that the largest differences in the intensity signal were observed 

between the SE/PD, T1, T2 sequences and a SE/T1iv sequence for all nasal sinus pathologies. The 

most useful diagnostic sequence seems to be the SE/T1iv one, however the morphologies of the nasal 

sinus pathology are the best visible in the SE/PD and T2 sequences. 
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The magnetic resonance tomography picturing and the usage of its aquisition methods give a wide 
range of diagnostic possibilities, including the monitoring of the lotions’ flow in the organism. The TOF (Time 
of Flight) technique used in the angiographical MR examinations is one of techniques using the dissimilarity 
between the blood flow in the organism and the tissue. Both in the spin echo (SE) and the gradient echo 
(GRE)), the effect of the in and outflow of blood to the is illustrated by the change in transmission intensity. 

The Magnetic Transfer (MT) is an intermediary form of the presaturation method used in the 
amplitude contrast techniques, which reduces the influence of the tissue transmission the on the quality of 
signal by enlargening the relation between the transmission and the sound, the MT improves the contrast in a 
given picture, causes the increase in sharpness and shortens the duration of the examination. 

The aim of the researches was the evaluation of the picturing techniques (TOF, PCA, the 2D and 3D 
the magnetic transfer techniques) and their parameters (the Time of Repetition TR, the matrix and the 
sharpness of the picture) on transmission intensity of the blood flow in the the tissues of the artery circle brains 
and the quality of the given picture of vessels. 
Angiography MR examination were carried out with the help of the magnetic resonance tomograph 
„Magnetom Impact”(Siemens) with the induction of the constant magnetic field 1 T in the TOS FISP sequence 
and the MR „Prestige”(ELSCINT) tomograph with the induction of the constans field 2 T in PCA2 sequence 
(speed and phase monitoring) sequence in 3D, GRE 3D and 2D (venography). The sequences were carried out 
for the borderline values of the examined parameter of monitoring and then analysed together with the 
evaluation of the examination conducted with the help of various sequences. 

The analysis of the examinations carried out in TOF sequence with fixed parametres of FoV and the 
size of the matrix clearly show that  the ultimate transmission intensity of blood flow in the form of the length 
of the repetition time is acquired in TR from 45 to 50 ms. Researches carried out by changing the size of the 
matrix monitoring, retaining the FoV and the repetition time showed that the length of the canvassing time is 
dependable only on the first form of the matrix picture reconstruction. 
It has been documented that the PCA technique shows good results in the slow and average speed transmission 
monitoring and that the possibility of an exact qualification of figures concerning the borderline speed of the 
transmition, TOF technique enables an exact picturing of the fast transmissions,without the possibility of 
evaluating the speed of the transmission. In the pictures acquired using the PCA technique, the intensity of 
transmission depends only on the speed of the transmission, whereas in the case of the TOF the pictures are 
strongly T1 dependable. 
Comparing the FISP picturing from the FISP sequence with the FISP with magnetic transfer, better 
differentiating of the examined vessels is obtained when using the magnetic transfer sequence. 
Whereas when anlysing the pictures from the PCA 2D and PCA 3D series, it is clearly visible that 2D enables 
better blood vessels monitoring by using singular layers and the dominance of the influence effect, the PCA 
3D shows both vessel types, is sensitive to wider range of speeds and is slightly sensitive to the direction of the 
flow.  
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Degenerative spondylopathy is a common social problem nowadays. The illness is found in 
50% of the population after 50 years of age and in almost 100% after  60. Magnetic resonance 
tomography is the best imaging modality to demonstrate not only morfological changes (prolapse of 
the nucleus pulposus, osteophyma), but also the picturing of  bone tissue reconstruction which 
accompanies the early stages of degenerative spondylopathy. 
The aim of the research was the examination of the MR diagnostic abilities by determining the 
effectiveness of the spin echo (SE) sequence conditioned by relaxation time T1, T2, T1 after 
administration of the contrast medium (T1iv) and PD, and also the Flash 2D sequence, in attempt to 
evaluate the pathological changes within the vertebral bodies, intervertebral toraments, blade borders, 
anulus fibrosus, intervertebral joints and longituclinal spine ligaments. 

Sixty people underwent the MR examinations (in 15 of cervical spine was examined, in 10 - 
the thoracic spine, in 35 people – lumbosacral) in SE/T1, SE/T2, SE/PD sequences, and SE/T1iv (16 
people) and Flash 2D (17 people). The nature of the transmission in applied sequences was examined 
in the areas where the pathological change in the spine was suspected. 
SE/T1 was evaluated as the sequence having the best diagnostic abilities in evaluation of pathology in 
vertebral bodies, best illustrating the 2nd stage of one. 
The SE/T2 is proved to be the best sequence for evaluation of intervertebral discs for visualization 
dehydratations disturbance, observed as a decrease in transmission intensity. 
The SE/T1iv sequence proved to be the most useful in differentiating of disc herniation  whose 
transmission intensifies after the application of contrast medium. 
The SE/PD sequence is similar in diagnostic abilities to the SE/T2 sequence in evaluation of 
intervertebral discs  without any further diagnostic information. 
The Flash 2D sequence enabled better picturing of intervertebral discs and dehydratations disturbance 
of  theirs and morphology longituclinal ligaments of spine . 
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Magnetic Resonance Tomography is a still improving method of non-invasive eye-ball and pathology 
beyong eye-ball depicting, which enables an accurate exposure on its anatomical structures and 
differentiate the patological processes within it on various stages. 
The aim of the reserches was the evaluation of the diagnostic possibilities of certain sequences in the 
examination of the eye-ball in 28 patients using the tomographic magnetic resonance. All the people 
had pathology inside eye-ball, some of them with diagnosed Coast`s disease, retina unsticked, 
melanoma, retinoblasta and metastates of tumor. 
The MR examinations of the eye-ball were conducted using the Magnetic Resonance Tomography 
„Magnetom Impact”(Siemens) with the induction of the constant magnetic field of 1T. In the 
evaluation of  eye-ball pathology the spin echo was used in the dependable times- T1 and T2, PD- 
dependable on 3 levels:transverse, sagittal and frontal, with the layer thickness of 3 and 5 millimetres 
and also after adding the contrast (Magnevist, Omniscan) obtaining the result of the T1- dependable 
pictures (SE/T1iv). The nature of the transmission in pathological structures of the eye-ball was 
analysed in three sequences SE/T1, SE/T2, SE/PD and SE/Tiv in comparison with the control. The 
outcomes of the effectiveness of patological change monitoring in the applied sequences were 
assessed by the Friedmann test, which enabled to picture the charasterstic statistical difference in 
intensity of the transmission between SE/T1, SE/T2, SE/PD and SE/T1iv (p<0.05) which means that 
all kinds of pathologies are best illustrated in T1-dependable pictures after adding the contrast. The 
SE/T1, T2 and PD are the sequences whose differences are insignificant for eye-ball pathology , 
moreover the pictures needed in pathology differences cannot be omitted. 
When evaluating the diagnostical capabilities of the MR examinations of the eye-ball through 
practicable sequences characterize in examination patients it has been discovered that eye-ball 
pathology are most clearly seen  in T1- dependable pictures where spin echo was used after adding 
contrast, whereas morphology of pathology is best illustrated in SE/PD and SE/T2 sequences. In case 
of irregularities within the eye-ball, the intensity of the signal in spin echo method PD- dependable is 
mainly heightened. 
In comparison with the picturing made in SE/T1 method, the SE/T1 pictures made with the 
application of contrast, the change  in signal intensity affects the possibilities of diagnostical 
examinations in a positive way. 
In evaluating certain eye-pathologies, pictures made in SE/T2 sequence have no statistical 
significance, but help in differentiating them. 
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Creatinine (1-methyl,2-aminoimidazolidin-4-one), (I), is an important biological compound 

being the end product of nitrogen metabolism in vertebrates. Its NMR spectra have been investigated 

many times. The chemical shift differences between values measured for I in neutral and acidic water 

solutions were attributed to the protonation of the neutral form of I below pH = 3. There is, however, 

no report in the chemical literature on the quantitative analysis of the solution acidity effect. The least 

squares analysis of the 1H, 13C and 14N chemical shift variations of I in the function of the solution 

pH, performed within this work, yielded acidity constant and chemical shifts values of protonated and 

neutral forms of I. The latter values can be compared with theoretical ones calculated by quantum 

mechanical method [GIAO DFT B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)]. The pH dependence of the kinetics and 

mechanism of the N-H proton exchange of I in water solution is now being investigated. 
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Measurements of the NMR relaxation times make a very convenient method to 

detect molecular motions. The simplest motion is a jump between two potential wells, 
denoted A and B. 
If the wells are of the same depth the barriers are equivalent, if not, they are 
inequivalent. 
It is well known that the relaxation is not observed if the internuclear vector either does 
not change or changes its direction by 180°. 
The aim of this study is to show the proton NMR relaxation rate dependence on the 
barrier inequivalence and the change of internuclear vector direction. 
  
The spin-lattice relaxation time is related to the reorientation of the internuclear vector 
through the spectral density:  
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The spectral densities J1 and J2 have been calculated for the flip-flop motion over 
inequivalent potential barriers. The pprobability of a transition from the deeper well A 
to the nearest one B, is defined by  WAB=a⋅WBA , where a=exp (-∆/RT) and  ∆ is the 
energy difference between the relevant energy barriers (EA-EB). 
The correlation time τi 

-1= (1+a) WBA . 
The expression obtained for the relaxation rate is: 
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The above treatment may be applied e.g. to NMR results in carboxylic acids 

dimers. 
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3-Carboxy-3-hydroxy-2-methyl-pentanedioic acid (MCA) occurs as prominent metabolite in 

body fluids of patient with inherited metabolic diseases such as propionic acidemia (PA), 
methylmalonic aciduria (MMA) or holocarboxylase synthetase deficiency (HCSD). MCA is 
considered to be important diagnostic marker metabolite for these diseases. 

MCA is a structural analogue of citric acid. Due to an additional methyl group its molecule is 
chiral with two stereogenic centers. Methylcitric acid has four stereoisomeric forms. We have found 
that different diasteromers of this acid are formed in two different reactions. In the Reformatsky 
reaction we have obtained the homochiral racemic diastereomer (2R*, 3R*), whereas reaction of 
diethyl oxalpropionate with lithio tert-buthyl acetate has provided the heterochiral diastereomer (2R*, 
3S*).  

In the poster the NMR spectra of diastereomers of MCA in H2O solution and in the 
unprocessed urine samples of patients suffering from  PA and MMA will be presented and 
interpreted.  
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A theory for paramagnetic relaxation enhancement appropriate for the inner- and outer-sphere 
relaxation, under the assumption of slow molecular reorientation is presented [1]. The special case for 
the inner sphere relaxation and the electron spin 1=S was considered in [2]. The electron spin energy 
level structure is described in terms of the Zeeman interaction and of the static zero-field splitting. 
The electron spin relaxation is caused by a fluctuating transient zero-field splitting and can be 
described by the Redfield theory. The static Hamiltonian, containing both the zero-field splitting and 
Zeeman interactions is written in the molecular frame. The eigenvalues and the corresponding 
eigenvectors of the static Hamiltonian are found. The matrix elements of the perturbation 
Hamiltonian are calculated in the frame in which the static Hamiltonian is diagonal. The 
decomposition approach is used, which means that the reorientational motion, the translational 
motion and electron spin dynamics are assumed to be uncorrelated. For the translation diffusion the 
reflecting wall boundary condition is assumed, and the correlation function is given in closed 
analytical form in [3]. The average over molecular orientations is performed. The theory is used to 
calculate the paramagnetic relaxation enhancement as the function of magnetic field for inner- and 
outer sphere for the electron spin quantum number 27,3,25,2,23,1=S . Small and large values of the 
static zero field splitting and different values of the translational diffusion coefficient (outer sphere) 
are considered. The comparison are made to other existing models for the inner- and outer sphere 
relaxation: the previous version of the Florence program [in this program it is assumed that the 
longitudinal and transverse electron spin relaxation times are equal], the general slow motion theory 
[4-5], the low field theory [6-7] and the Hwang-Freed model [3]. 
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Polycrystalline powder samples of 2′- acetamido (or amino)-1′-[3 (or 4)-X-

phenyloazo]naphthalenes (1)-(3) (see Fig. 1) have been investigated by 13C CP/MAS NMR 

spectroscopy. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                    R1= o-NHCOCH3,   R2= m-CH3       (1) 

                                                                                    R1= o- NHCOCH3,  R2= p-NH2        (2)  

                                                                                    R1= o- NHCOCH3,  R2= p-COCH3  (3) 

                                                                                      

  

                                                 Fig.1 
 
 
The conformational behaviour of compounds (1)-(3) was not easy to interpret. We have 

decided to observe the changes in the spectra measured at high and low temperature. 
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE 

SPECTROSCOPY OF MOLECULAR CRYSTALS 
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Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectroscopy provides unique information about the 
electron density distribution and microscopic behavior of chemical systems. The high information 
content of advanced NQR technique is enhanced by application of multidimensional methods. This 
review is organised in the following way. The introductory section outlines the fundamental reasons 
for recent developments of two-dimensional (2D) spectroscopy. The second section discusses the 
various methods used in 2D-NQR spectroscopy: 2D-nutation spectroscopy (on- and off-resonance), 
separation of homogeneous and inhomogeneous interactions, 2D-exchange spectroscopy and 2D-
nutation exchange spectroscopy. In the third section the application of 2D-NQR spectroscopy to 
study a wide spectrum of problems in solid-state physics and chemistry is discussed. 

A theoretical treatment of the 2D exchange NQR pulse sequence is presented and applied for 
quantitative studies of exchange processes in molecular crystals. It takes into account the off-
resonance irradiation, which critically influences the spin dynamics. The response of a system of 
spins I=3/2 in zero applied field, experiencing electric quadrupole couplings, to the three-pulse 
sequence is analyzed. The mixing dynamics by exchange and the expected cross-peak intensities as a 
function of the frequency offset have been derived. The theory is illustrated by the study of the 
optimization procedure, which is of crucial importance for detection of the cross- and diagonal-peaks 
in 2D-exchange spectrum. The 2D-exchange spectroscopy has been applied for studies of the CCl3-
group reorientation processes in chloral hydrate. 

The new method of direct determination of rotational angles based on two-dimensional nutation 
exchange NQR spectroscopy is proposed. The method involves the detection of exchange processes 
through NQR nutation spectra recorded after the mixing interval. The response of a system of spins 
I=3/2 in zero applied field, experiencing electric quadrupole couplings, to the three-pulse sequence 
with incrementing pulse widths is analyzed.  It is shown that the 2D-nutation exchange NQR 
spectrum exhibits characteristic ridges, which manifest the motional mechanism in a model-
independent fashion. The angles through which the molecule rotates can be read directly from 
elliptical ridges in the 2D spectrum, which are also sensitive on the value of asymmetry parameter of 
the electric field gradient tensor.   
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 One of numerous adaptations of living organisms to changing environmental conditions is 
their ability to react on a sudden decrease of temperature with the production of cold shock proteins. 
Bacterial cold shock proteins are mainly small compact β-barrel proteins lacking disulfide bonds. 
Recently, a novel ribosome-associated protein of Escherichia coli, Yfia, was discovered. Its solution 
structure was determined by NMR spectroscopy with a RMSD of 0.6 Å. Yfia shows a global β-α-β-
β-β-α folding topology similar to its homologue HI0257 of Haemophilus influenzae and the double-
strand binding domain of Drosophila Staufen protein. Yfia and HI0257 differ in their surface charges 
and in the composition of their flexible C-termini, indicating their specificity to different target 
molecules. Both proteins exhibit a hydrophobic and polar region, which probably functions as 
interaction site for protein complex formation. Despite their similarity to the dsRBD fold, Yfia does 
not bind to model fragments of 16S ribosomal RNA as determined by NMR titration and gel shift 
experiments. 
 Recently the relationship between the internal dynamics of macromolecules and their 
biological functions has been the subject of much research. Information about the dynamics of a 
protein from 15N NMR relaxation studies is typically based on the measurements of 15N longitudinal 
(R1) and transverse (R2) relaxation rates and the steady-state 1H-15N nuclear Overhauser enhancement 
- ΝΟΕ giving access to the mobility of N–H vectors. Owing to the complexity of motions in proteins 
a specific type of motion was seldom assumed and the experimental data have been usually analyzed 
by the model-free approach (MFA). 
 Relaxation data for the Yfia protein were determined at two magnetic fields (9.4 and 11.7 T) 
and analyzed applying the MFA. The MFA parameters were discussed in terms of the secondary 
structure elements confirming a very high mobility of the C-terminus. 
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The 1H and 13C NMR  analysis of amide derivatives of  3,4-quinolinediyl  bis-
sulfides by means of the spectroscopy. 
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 The reaction of protonated azine with DMF / hydroxylamine-O-sulfonic acid / Fe++ ion system led to α- and or 
γ-substituted azines with N,N-dimethylcarbamoyl and (or) N-methyl-N-formylaminomethyl substituents [1, 2, 3, 4].  
In the previous articles [5, 6] we presented the products of the reaction of thioquinanthrene with radicals formed from 
DMF and  X-ray and spectral analysis of 6-(N,N-dimethylcarbamoyl)thioquinanthrene. In the case of isothioquinanthrene 
1 both type of products, i.e. 6-(N,N-dimethylcarboamoyl)isothioquinanthrene 2, 6,8-bis-(N,N-dimethylcarboamoyl)-
isothioquinathrene 3, 6-(N-methyl-N-formylaminomethyl)isothioquinanthrene 4 and bis-6,8-(N-methyl-N-formyl-
aminomethyl)isothioquinanthrene 5 were obtained (scheme 1).  
 
                                                                                                   In order to complete the NMR assignment for the new 
                                S c h e m e  1                                              compounds several NMR experiments have been made 
                                                                                                   (COSY, HMQC, HMBC, NOESY). 

  The 
1
H and 

13
C NMR spectra of 2, 3, 4  were completely 

assigned with a combination of 1D and 2D NMR 
techniques. The key-part in this methodology were long-
range proton carbon correlation and NOESY experiments 
with N-methyl-N-formylaminomethyl substituent and the 
correlation of the benzene protons (ABMX spin system) 
with the amide  substituent and α-quinolinyl protons H-8. 

 
The N-methyl-N-formylaminomethyl derivatives exist in solution as a mixture of  E and Z conformers  (scheme 2a). The 
1
H and 

13
C nmr spectra of 6-(N-methyl-N-formylaminomethyl)isothioquinanthrene 3 show the lines of  the same 

functional groups of two species with  very close intensities and shapes. It has been also observed the transmission of the 
restricted rotation effect through the 1,4-dithiin ring and  the condensed aromatic rings. Due to the folded shape of 3a and 
3b rotamers, distances between some protons of alkyl substituents and benzene rings protons of 3 are within the limit 
required for the occurrence of NOESY. Thus, connectivity link between areas A, B and C (scheme 2b) for both rotamers 
could be deduced from NOESY experiments indicating the interaction of methylene group protons with H-8 proton and 
methyl group protons with H-4 proton.  

 
S c h e m e 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
a./               b./ 
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Calculation of the Chemical Shifts in the 13C-NMR Spectra of Acrylic 
(co)Polymers by Incremental Method 
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 Nearly all the carbon signals in the 13C NMR spectra of acrylic (co)polymers can be utilized to 

get deep insight into microstructure of the macromolecular chain but the complete information about 

the distribution of the configurational-compositional sequences can be obtained only from the 

carbonyl and β-CH2 carbons, since only these carbons are always present in typical acrylic 

monomers. Fortunately, they provide complementary information. In the 100 MHz 13C NMR 

spectrum of poly(methyl methacrylate-co-ethyl acrylate), PMMA/EA, the carbonyl signal at 172-178 

ppm, permitting determination of distribution of uneven sequences, is clearly split into the lines of 

configurational-compositional pentads, while the β-CH2 signals at 33-55 ppm can be the source of 

information about the distribution of even sequences up to tetrads. The correct line assignment can be 

verified by spectral simulation requiring the spectral parameters of individual lines, i.e. intensity and 

position. The lines intensities can be calculated according to the assumed statistical model (Bernoulli 

and/or Markov) while the chemical shifts can be determined by means of incremental calculations, 

feasible for both carbonyl and β-methylene carbons from the main chain. It was observed that there is 

an additivity of influences of the neighbouring units on the chemical shift of these carbons. The 

influences of the closest neighbouring unit, regarded as the α-increments, depend on comonomer, 

carbon type and configuration. The effect of the subsequent units is also observed and described as β-

increments. 

 The method developed for PMMA/EA copolymer is quite general and may be applied to a wide 

range of acrylate-methacrylate copolymers of industrial importance to determine the sequence 

distribution of these copolymers. This information is necessary to properly relate all the macroscopic 

properties of the copolymers with their chemical structure. 
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Defining structure of the compound obtained out of the reaction 

N3-phenyl-picolinamidrazone and maleic anhydride using NMR spectrum  
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From the theoretical point of view the reaction between N3-phenyl-

picolinamidrazone and maleic anhydride can have a different corse. 

 

On the grounds of NMR spectrum the structure  C was accepted. The structure was 

confirmed by x-ray diffraction analysis. 

References: 
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Strategies for Functional Imaging in Living Systems 
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In any NMR experiment, the signal reflects a number of different physical parameters, such as spin 
density, relaxation times, or molecular mobility. Exploiting these parameters for generating contrast 
in biomedical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has lead to a powerful cross-sectional modality for 
visualizing morphology. Another dimension with great potential is its application for providing 
functional information on physiologic processes in living systems. Selected novel approaches to 
functional MRI (fMRI) will be discussed in this contribution. 

In the context of brain imaging, the objective of fMRI is to map areas being activated by sensorial, 
motor, or cognitive tasks. Most concepts rely on the fact that regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and 
metabolism are modulated by neuronal activity. The vast majority of investigations have been based 
on blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) contrast utilizing T2*-changes of water due to regional 
variations in the paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin concentration. 

Direct imaging of rCBF and, hence, perfusion using magnetically labeled water as an endogenous 
tracer is a potentially valuable alternative tool for investigating task-related brain activity. Advantages 
of perfusion-based fMRI over BOLD imaging include a potentially better localized area of activation 
and the feasibility of quantification. Continuous arterial spin labeling (CASL) as a means for 
multislice perfusion imaging can straightforwardly be implemented by using separate labeling and 
imaging coils. Typical signal differences were between –0.5% and –1.1% in subjects performing a 
motor task. 

Both conventional BOLD and perfusion fMRI techniques monitor brain activity indirectly through a 
hemodynamic response and are fundamentally limited in temporal and spatial resolution by the 
neuro-vascular coupling. Preliminary data suggest that water diffusion MRI could be used to 
visualize a transient swelling of cortical cells arising during neuronal activity. While such effects are 
directly linked to neuronal activation, changes are very subtle and diffusion-weighted techniques 
intrinsically suffer from reduced signal-to-noise ratio. 

In the field of lung imaging, enormous advances were made after the introduction of hyperpolarized 
(HP) noble gas MRI extending the principle of fMRI to the pulmonary system. Noble gas spin-lattice 
relaxation times can be used to measure the alveolar oxygen partial pressure, pAO2. This provides a 
strategy for imaging lung function as regions exhibiting a ventilation/perfusion mismatch may be 
identified by changes in pAO2 and, hence, abnormal T1. 

In general, while non-routine approaches to fMRI are technically challenging because less intense 
signal is produced their scientific benefit might be extraordinary. 
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POLYPROPYLENE – POLYETHYLENE BLENDS STUDIED BY NMR 
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 The isotropic (undrawn) and ultimately drawn tapes made of isotactic polypropylene and low 
density polyethylene blends with different concentrations of PP and PE components have been 
studied by broad – line nuclear magnetic resonance. Second moments of NMR spectra, M2, measured 
at ambient temperature have been analysed according to theoretical relationship: 
                                        ( ) ( )

������
FRVFRV $3$3$0 ++= ϑϑ , 

derived for uniaxially oriented polymeric films, tapes or fibres [1]. 
The parameters A4 and A2, characterizing anisotropy of the second moments, may be taken into 
account as a measure of macromolecular orientation, A0 characterizes the isotropic part of the total 
second moment,  P4(cos ϑ) and P2(cos ϑ) are Legender`s polynomials and ϑ is the angle between the 
drawing direction and external magnetic field induction %

&

. 
 It was found out that the anisotropy parameters A4 and A2 follow additivity rule, according to 
which: AiBL= xpp AiPP + (1 – xpp) AiPE , where AiBL are values of A4 or A2 for blend, AiPP and AiPE are 
corresponding values for homopolymers PP and PE and xpp is the weight fraction of one 
homopolymer component (PP in our case). Despite of the linear dependence of parameters A2 and A4 
we have found that their combination:                             χ = (3/8)A4 – (1/2)A2 does not  depend on 
concentration of components.  
The value of this parameter is χ = 2.40 x 10-8 T2 for all ultimately drawn tapes. It suggests that the 
orientation of the components (PP and PE) in the blend is the same as in homopolymers drawn up to 
their failure. For undrawn tapes the quantities A4 and A2 are zero.  
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Fig.1: The composition dependence of A0 for PP / PE blends. 

 
As we can see from Fig.1, the quantity (A0) deviates from additivity rule and the deviations vary both 
in extent and direction for undrawn and ultimately drawn tapes made of PP / PE blends. 
 
Acknowledgement: The authors are indebted to DrSc. I. Chodák and to Ing. Z. Nógellová (Polymer 
Institute, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava) for providing us polymer materials for this study. 
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Solution structure of two isomeric 3,4’-diquinolinyl sulfides by means 
of NMR (including NOE spectra) and GIAO/HF calculations 
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 The joint searching for the time-averaged solution structures of 2- and 2’-(N,N-dimethylcarba-moyl)-4-
methoxy-3’-methylthio-3,4’-diquinolinyl sulfides (1 and 2) [1] were undertaken using experimental 
information from unambiguously interpreted 1H/13C (500.13/125.76 MHz) NMR spectra and additional NOE 
measurements (in CDCl3). Some preliminary findings in this topic were reported before, based on PM3 [1] and 
MMX (Monte Carlo-type randomization) / AM1 (or MNDO/d) vs.TNDO/2 computational results [2]. The 
present, more advanced study covers the ab initio molecular modeling and subsequent GIAO-CPHF RHF/6-
31G*//3-21G** NMR spectra predictions. A final representative ‘overall’ structure and correlation found for 1 
are shown below. The δC,H

calc
 = f(δC,H

exp) relation was used, but a marked correlation exists also for δC data 
alone (R2 = 0.9958). 
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 The great importance of NOE measurement findings and GIAO NMR theoretical results for molecular 
modeling of the time-averaged structures of 1 and 2, was clearly demonstrated. Undoubtedly, it especially 
concerns all highly flexible systems of the middle-size and with large dipole moment. The subtle 
stereoelectronic effects, concerning aromatic rings and (most likely) sulfur atoms in the studied molecules, 
appeared to be crucial factors in the final GIAO selection of their preferred conformational states. A 
correlation coefficient R2 was a main criterion applied at this stage. Simultaneously, such effects operating in 
the discussed objects confirmed a correctness of the made structural choices.  
 It is worth noting that both single geometries of sulfides 1 and 2, proposed as ‘overall’ conformations 
adopted in solution, are similar to the solid-state structure determined for a parent compound 3 (X-ray single 
crystal analysis) [3]. However, in both cases these geometrical models obtained in the aforementioned way 
represent only local and not global energy minima, in sense of the gaseous phase modeling of free molecules. 
The latter findings are in agreement with the well-known importance of solvents as media surrounding 
conformationally flexible systems (and modifying their overall, time-averaged shapes).  
 
�� ( 0LFKDOLN� $ 0D�ODQNLHZLF]� ��UG 0HHWLQJ RI WKH 3ROLVK &KHPLFDO 6RFLHW\� àyG(� ��-15.09.2000, poster S7P4  
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RHEOLOGICAL AND NMR STUDIES  
OF POLYETHYLENE/CALCIUM CARBONATE COMPOSITES.II 
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 We have examined dynamic mechanical properties and molecular dynamics of low density 
polyethylene/calcium carbonate composites prepared by melt mixing techniques     with filler 
contents from 0% to 40% (w/w). The measurements of the linear dynamic mechanical properties 
were performed using ARES rheometer from –140ºC to 100ºC        over the frequency range 0.01–
100 rad/s. The carbon 13C spectra were recorded on            Bruker DSX 400 spectrometer, whereas 
proton relaxation time was measured with home made spectrometer (60 MHz). 
 

 Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the relative 
storage              Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of spin-lattice 
                  modulus G’ at frequency 10 rad/s.                                                         relaxation time T1. 
 
           Adding of filler (20% and more) into polymer leads to increase of modulus (storage and loss) 
at the temperature range studied. The temperature dependence of relative storage modulus 
G’comp./G’LDPE  shown in Fig. 1. indicates increase of rigidity of composite as compared to pure 
polymer. 
 The carbon 13C CPMAS/DD spectra of LDPE and composites show resonances           at 32.8 
ppm and 31 ppm assigned to crystalline and amorphous regions respectively. As it was shown earlier 
the crystalline peak consists of two lines ascribed to perfect (narrow component) and less perfect 
(broad component) crystalline regions. It was found that incorporating of the filler into polymer 
(40%) leads to decrease of amount of perfect crystalline regions as compared to less perfect one. The 
observed change in the crystalline structure of composites does not influence 1H relaxation processes 
(Fig. 2). 

A support of the State Committee for Scientific Research under Grant 2 P03B 099 19             is 
gratefully acknowledged. 
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SOLID STATE NMR  STUDIES OF MOLECULAR MOTION IN THE 

BIOCOPOLYMER OF GLYCOLIDE AND LACTIDE 
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 Lactic acid based aliphatic polyesters are well-known bioresorbable materialsi, ii,  which are 

increasingly being explored as an alternative biodegradable and biocompatible polymersiii. 

This paper reports nuclear magnetic resonance studies of molecular motion of the copolymers 

derived from glycolide and L-lactide in bulk. Copolymers of glycolide and lactide were studied using 

differential scanning calorimetry and solid state NMR. The main mechanism dominated relaxation at 

observed minima involves the threefold reorientational motion of CH3 group and  the trans-gauche 

conformations of the chain with the activation energy of 25 kJ/mol. (Fig. 1).  

Fig. 1. Shows (a) proton second moment and (b) proton relaxation times T1 of (a) 0.2Gly/0.8Lac, (b) 

0.8Gly/0.2Lac at different temperatures 

.  
1 Vert M., Schwarch G., Coudane J., J. Macromol. Sci., Pure Appl. Chem. A32 (1995) 787.  
1 Illum L., Davis S. S., in Polymers in Controlled Drug Delivery J. Wright, Ed. (Academic Press, Bristol, 1987). 
1 Cai Q., Bei J., Luo A., Wang S., Polymer Degradation and Stability 71 (2001) 243. 
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Structural studies of short helices nucleated by a calcium-binding loop 
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 An early stage of α-helix formation is one of the key problems of the protein folding. Metal-
saturated calcium binding loops of EF-hand proteins assume such a structure that their three C-
terminal residues are fixed in a helical conformation. Therefore, peptides analogous to such binding 
loops, subsequently extended at the C-terminus, constitute a convenient model for the helix formation 
studies [1]. The exchange rates of the backbone amide protons provide information about the 
characteristic features of secondary structures since exchange protection factors can be treated as 
measures of hydrogen bond populations. On the other hand, 15N relaxation parameters give access to 
the mobilities of N–H backbone vectors which correlate well with the secondary structure of peptides 
and proteins. 
 A series of 15N labeled peptides, analogous to the 3rd calcium binding loop of calmodulin, of 
the formula AcDQDGDGYISAAEAnhS (n = 0 – 3, hS = homoserine in the lactone form) was studied 
in ion-bound and apo forms. Their relatively rigid structures were calculated from NOE-derived 
distance constraints and scalar coupling based dihedral angle constraints. Structure calculations were 
supplemented by the determination of the protection factors of HN protons derived from exchange 
rates and by the mobilities of N–H vectors characterized by the generalized order parameters of 
model-free approach [2] calculated from the longitudinal and transverse 15N relaxation rates and 
1H/15N NOEs. All these results are discussed in terms of helix elongation and stability. 
Acknowledgement: This work was financially supported by grant 3 P04A 011 22 from the State 
Committee for Scientific Research (KBN). 
References: 
[1] 0� 6LHGOHFND� *� *RFK� $� (MFKDUW� +� 6WLFKW DQG $� %LHU]\�VNL� Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 65, 

1503 (1999). 
[2] G. Lipari, A. Szabo, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 104, 4546 and 4559 (1982). 
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Broad Line 1H NMR Study of Drawn i-PP/EPDM Blend 
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Department of Physics, Technical University of Košice, 040 20 Košice, Slovakia 
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Isotactic polypropylene (i-PP) and polymer blend composed of the i-PP and ethylene – propylene 
– diene monomer rubber (i-PP/EPDM blend) were investigated by continuous wave broad line 1H 
NMR. The molecular processes in the i-PP/EPDM blend within a temperature region covering the 
glass transitions of the both components of the blend were investigated in our previous work [1]. The 
double glass transition was revealed in the blend and reasons of this behavior were found by broad 
line 1H NMR. In this paper, the effect of drawing on the relaxation processes related to the glass 
transitions of the i-PP and i-PP/EPDM blend is studied. 

The isotactic polypropylene is a commercial partially crystalline polymer Mosten 58.412. The 
density of the polymer determined by the flotation technique is 899 kg/m3. The crystallinity of the 
sample calculated by means of the density is Xc = 0.55. The EPDM rubber Keltan 512, a product of 
DSM, is an amorphous polymer. It contains 55, 41 and 4 % of carbon atoms in ethylene, propylene 
and diene units, respectively. The i-PP/EPDM blend contains 22.5 % of the EPDM rubber. The 
density of the blend is 892 kg/m3. A drawing of 4 x 20 mm thick plates of both the i-PP and i-
PP/EPDM blend was made at 373 K at the maximum reachable drawn ratio that was about 3.5. The 
densities of the drawn i-PP and i-PP/EPDM blend samples were 889 and 894 kg/m3, respectively. 
Small pieces were cut from the drawn materials to prepare non-oriented samples for NMR 
measurements, which were carried out in the temperature range 160 – 370 K. 

Conclusions were drawn from the temperature dependences of the second moment M2 and of the 
parameters that were obtained by the analysis of the NMR spectrum into elementary components 

according to Bergmann [2]. The temperature dependences of 
the second moment M2 shown in Fig. 1 reflect variations of 
molecular motions and structure within the whole sample 
comprising the crystalline, intermediate and amorphous 
phases. Decreases of the second moment M2 for the drawn 
and undrawn blends are situated at the substantially lower 
temperatures, as are those for the neat i-PP samples. Fig. 1 
shows that drawing modifies glass transition behavior of both 
the i-PP and i-PP/EPDM blend. 
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Fig. 1 The temperature dependences of the
second moment M2 of the broad line 1H 
NMR spectra measured on the undrawn
(V,{) and drawn (T,z) samples of the i-PP 
and i-PP/EPDM blend. 
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Substituent effects in the 13C NMR spectra of alicyclic rigid systems 
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It was already shown that every substituent exerts always the same, definite (electron donating or 

electron withdrawing) polar effects, however,  they are differently transmitted through the bonds in 

various structural systems. The result of the same polar effects on certain site of a molecule depends 

on substitution and geometry of that site.  

The changes of the 13C NMR  chemical shifts in certain structural system caused by polar effects 

of a substituent can be described by the general equation: 

δC(k)  =  δ°C(k) + as Ag(R) 

where Ag is a so called "additivity parameter" characteristic for substituent and its position 

with respect to carbon atom in question and as is a coefficient specific for the substitution 

site.   

In this work we have shown that for prediction of the changes in the 13C NMR chemical shifts of 

carbon atoms in alicyclic rigid systems such as 1-substituted-  trimethylbicycloheptane (2), twistane 

(3), camphene (4), fenchone (5)  and 2-, or 7-substituted norbornanes (6, 7 and 8), or 2-substituted 

adamantane (9) just one common set of parameters derived from 1-substituted norbornane (1) can be 

used. 
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It is shown that the value of a coefficient as depends to a considerable degree on the orientation 

(axial or equatorial) of the substituent X. 
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In the recent years a growing interest in humic substances has been noticed due to their broad 

application and a number specific of properties. Humic substances are the most  widespread organic 
compounds in nature occurring in soils, composts, drinking and seawater, and in deposits of rivers, 
lakes, seas and in sludge.  This material has a significant influence on soil qualities and indirectly on 
the growth of plants. 

Large amounts of sludge are produced in the process of sewage treatment process, as a 
consequence their appropriate utilization becomes of essential importance. Most frequently the 
sediments are used as dressing fertilizers (substitute of manure). The agricultural value of sludge is 
evaluated on its content of nitrogen, phosphor, potassium and their capability of humus production. 

Both in sewage and in sludge the presence of WWA PCB was indicated. Their concentration 
and toxicity are likely to be decreased thanks to stable, durable connection of these compounds with 
the humic substances. 

As a result, the observation of humification processes during the sewage treatment becomes 
an interesting notion. 

The aim of this work was to study the free radical character of organic material changes 
during sewage treatment. 

The research of sludge and separated fractions of humic acids coming from biologic-
mechanical sewage treatment plant in was carried out. 

During the sewage treatment, the course of humification processes was researched by EPR 
method, indicating the concentration of free radicals in humic acids extracted from sediments in 
particular stages of the treatment process and indicating also the parameter g for those acids. The 
electron paramagnetic resonance spectra were obtained on Bruker EMX EPR spectrometer, using X-
band frequencies.  

The NMR method was used to define the position of appropriate function groups in C NMR 
spectra typical for humic acids and aromatic level of humic acids extracted from particular stages of 
sewage treatment. The aromatic degree has been calculated from the formula: 
 
 

Aromatic carbon (106 – 165 ppm) 
 *   100 

                          Aromatic carbon (106 – 165 ppm) + Aliphatic carbon (0 – 105 ppm) 
 
 

Apart from EPR AND NMR methods, UV/VIS spectroscopy and IR spectroscopy were used 
in the research of humic acid structure. 
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A number of flavonoid O- and C-glycosides were isolated from plant materials and 
characterised by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy. The standard  spectra were run in methanol-d4 or 
DMSO-d6, however it complicates the comparisons and structural studies since the effect of sugar 
substituent on chemical shifts of aglycone is difficult to separate from the remarkable influence of 
solvent. Therefore, it seemed interesting to check the application of solid state NMR for this type of 
compounds.  

The 13C CP MAS NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker DSX-400 spectrometer at 100.61 
MHz, the samples were spun at 8 kHz in 4mm cylindrical ZrO2 rotor.  
Five flavonoid glycosides were studied:  
1. naringenin-4’-O-�-D-glucoside 
2. dihydrokaempferol-4’-O-�-D-glucoside 
3. tiliroside (3-O-�-D-(6’’-p-coumaroyl)-glucoside 
4. acacetrin-4’-methoxy-7-O-rutinoside 
5. apigenin-7-O- �-D-glucuronide 
The compounds were isolated from flowers of Althaea officinalis L. and Cirsium rivulare. The 
signals were assigned using dipolar dephasing and variable contact time experiments but also on the 
basis of liquid-state chemical shifts. Significant differences ∆ = δsolution - δsolid for carbons 
proximal to the glycosidic linkage were observed. Contrary to the solution, in the solid state, rotation 
of sugar unit is hindered and the loss of conformational freedom is responsible for these effects. The 
locked conformation of OH group in the solid flavonoids results in an increased shielding of carbon 
proximal to C-OH hydrogen. The orientations of hydroxyl groups of flavonoids [1] were determined 
in view of the 13C chemical shifts. The inspection of MAS chemical shifts and the differences ∆ 
indicate that C5-OH points towards the carbonyl group oxygen and the presence of intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding, which exists also in solution, can be confirmed in the solids. 
 
[1]. I. Wawer and A. Zielinska, 13C CP MAS NMR of flavonoids. Magn. Reson. Chem., 39 (2001) 
      374-380 
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 The chloride complexes of Pd(II), Pt(II) and Pt(IV) (MII, MIV) with pyridine 

(py), 2,2’-bipyridine (bpy) and 1,10-phenantroline (phen) of general formulae cis-

/trans-MII(py)2Cl2; [MII(py)4]Cl2; cis-/trans-MIV(py)2Cl4; MII(bpy)Cl2; MIV(bpy)Cl4; 

MII(phen)Cl2; MIV(phen)Cl4 were synthesized by literature methods and studied by 

multinuclear NMR (1H, 13C, 15N, 195Pt). The 15N low-frequency coordination shifts 

were observed and discussed along with the structure of the studied compounds. 
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 To determine a correlation time and an order parameter of the 5-DOXYL spin marker placed 

in liposome membranes, the analysis by means of electron paramagnetic resonance technique was 

made. The measurements were conducted on the Bruker EMX EPR. 

Liposomes were prepared from L-α-phosphatidylcholine, dipalmitoyl (DPPC) cholesterol as 

main component of a membrane. The spin marker, 4,4-dimetylo-2-(karboksypropylo)-2-tridecylo-3-

oksazolidynyloksyl (5-DOXYL), was added in during membrane preparation procedure. 
The resulting small liposomes were investigated at temperatures 245-340K. Addition of spin marker 
allows for observation of structural changes in obtained liposomes with temperature rise. The 
estimated correlation time (τ) and order parameter (s) are changing with temperature and amount: τ = 
11.9E-08 ÷0.81E-08, s= 0.99 ÷0.4. 
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There is much evidence to support the hypothesis that lipids play a role in the interaction of peptide 

hormones with their membrane receptors. This interaction through change of peptide conformation 

can facilitate the entry of the hormone into the microenvironment of the receptor. In the present study 

we have examined the interaction of vasopressin and mesotocin with lipid – sodium dodecylsulfate 

micelle (SDS) using 2D NMR and theoretical methods. 

 Solution structures of two hormones, in solution with SDS were established using the NOE 

spectroscopy. The amino acid sequences of these peptides are: c[C1-Y2-F3-Q4-N5-C6]-P7-R8-G9-NH2 

(AVP) and c[C1-Y2-I3-Q4-N5-C6]-P7-I8-G9-NH2 (MT). Each of the peptides was found to occur as one 

stable isomer with all-trans geometry of the peptide bonds. The three dimensional structures of the 

two peptides studied were determined by a consisted of the three step algorithm: (i) Global 

conformational search of the peptides studied. (ii) Simulations of the NOESY spectra for thes 

conformations and (iii) Determination of the statistical weights of the conformations with the 

ANALYZE package, to achieve the best fit of the averaged NOE intensities to the experimental data. 

We have used three different approaches to search of global conformational space of peptides: first 

the electronically driven monte carlo (EDMC) method with the ECEPP/3 force field in vacuum, 

second the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm with the AMBER6.0 force field in vacuum and third 

the Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations in an explicit SDS micelle with the AMBER7.0 force 

field. 

 All structures calculated with different approaches to search of global conformational space of 

peptides studied are stabilised by several β-turns. All conformations adopt very similar turn shapes of 

molecule. 

Authors acknowledge KBN for the KBN grant no. 4 T09A 022 22. The calculations were carried out in the Academic 
&RPSXWHU &HQWUH �7$6.� LQ *GD�VN� 3RODQG� DQG ,QWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\ &HQWHU IRU 0DWKHPDWLFDO 0Rdelling (ICM) in Warsaw, 
Poland. S.R-M. is a recipient of fellowship from the Foundation for Polish Science. 
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 Incorporation of amide function into medium-sized ring might influence flexibility of both 

ring and amide bound. The nine-membered ring can accommodate an amide bound in the cis and the 

trans forms. 

 In this communication we have reported the results of 1H and 13C DNMR and molecular 

modeling studies on the molecules of lactams 1 and 2. 

 

N
O

                                   

N
O

 

                                            1                                                                       2 

 The 1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 1 at room temperature show both the (E) and (Z) 

isomers and the (E)/(Z) ratio is solvent depended. The major conformer is flexible and may 

interconvert between two enantiomeric conformations whereas the minor one is rigid. Increasing of 

the temperature made the (E) - (Z) exchange process visible and at 360 K the averaging of signals is 

reached. In the dominant conformer in solution (Z) configuration around amide bound is adopted 

what is in agreement with calculated lowest energy form.     

The molecules of compound 2 adopt only (Z) arrangement around amide bond in low 

temperature and observed spectral process reflects the racemization of two mirror images. 

Conformation deduced on the basis of experimental NMR spectra were compared with the results of 

molecular modeling.   

                              

    1      2 

The lowest energy conformation of compound 1 and 2 calculated by AM1 method. 
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Both the proton and the carbon-13 NMR spectroscopy were proved to be very useful in chemical 

practice for quantitative analysis of multicomponent mixtures. From the two ways of quantitation – 

i.e. "internal normalization" and the use of a weighed amount of a standard – the later one is of much 

more general use. One of the standards, which may be recommended in numerous systems most 

frequently, is 1,4-dioxane. 

Dioxane is characterized as an NMR quantitative standard. Longitudinal relaxation times of protons 

and carbon-13 nuclei of dioxane have been measured under various experimental conditions and in 

various media. Examples of analyses are shown; the NMR results are presented vs. those obtained 

with IR and UV spectroscopy, chromatography and volumetric analysis. 
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Conformational behavior of medium-sized lactones has been extensively studied [1]. 

Introduction of additional torsional constrain into the lacton ring might change its conformational 

characteristic. Therefore, the aim of the presented studies was synthesis and conformational analysis 

of benzannalated nine-membered ring lactones. Compounds (1a), (2) and (3) were obtained via 

Bayer-Villiger oxidation of two isomeric eight-membered ketones and their structures were 

elucidated by 1H, 13C, COSY, HETCOR and NOE-difference spectra.  
 

  

O

O

R

     

O

O       

O
O  

  1a  R = H;  1b R = CH3   2    3 
 

The conformational studies of the molecules were performed by means of 1H, 13C DNMR and 

molecular modeling methods. The DNMR spectra are discussed and interpreted in terms of 

conformational equilibrium and the ground state conformation. That results are compared with those 

obtained by molecular modeling performed by MM+ force field and semi empirical AM1 

calculations. The lowest-energy conformers of (1a,b) and (3) are the same as adopted by the 

molecules in solution with an ester group in syn conformation (Scheme 1). 
 

    

                      1a                                              1b                                                   3  

Scheme 1: The ground-state conformations of 1a, 1b and 3 as calculated by AM1 method. 

 

[1]   Pawar, D.M.; Moody, E.M.; Noe, E.A. J. Org. Chem. 1999, 64, 4586-4589, 

        Pawar, D.M.; Smith, S.V.; Noe, E.A. J. Mol. Struc. 1999, 255-259, 

        Pawar, D.M.; Smith, S.V.; Moody, E.M.; Noe, E.A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1998, 120, 8241-8244. 
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The FID signal acquired in NMR measurement is usually out-of-phase and with a few first points 
missing due to experimental limitations. That cause baseline and phase artifacts in data frequency 
domain, concerning both spectroscopy and projection imaging MRI. Complete data correction 
procedure should intrinsically deal with both artifacts since their mutual dependence. We have found 
exact expressions in closed form for this problem. We show that: 1) particular variational principle 
leads to linear algebra equation system for baseline correction separated and in such a case 2) the 
existence of the solution is data-independent, 3) solution error can be calculated and hence the 
respective validity estimated, 4) inclusion of phase artifact into consideration converts analytically to 
nonlinear problem, however 5) nonlinearity is represented by square equation which can be resolved 
independently, 6) the solution of generalized problem always exists. The second goal here is to 
deliver criteria for characterization the reliability of the solution. Based on energy balance 
considerations, the efficiency parameter η is defined and with this help some general conclusions 
deduced. The aim was to develop uniform and model-free baseline correction method drawn from 
mathematical principles of baseline artifact and working for possibly broad range of applications.  
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Vanadium is a major component of catalysts for selective oxidation, ammoxidation and NOx 
reduction. Typically, VOx species are supported on TiO2 or other oxides. Incorporation of vanadium 
into silica matrix, which can be either crystalline (zeolitic materials) or showing less ordered structure 
as found in MCM type materials, is of considerable interest and may lead to interesting catalytic 
properties. In these materials vanadium is not only anchored at the surface, but also embedded in a 
solid. We have adopted two different approaches to prepare such materials. The [Si,V]-MCM-41 
solids synthesized by a direct hydrothermal route were characterized by different techniques, 
including static and magic-angle-spinning 51V NMR.  

 
We have chosen oxidative dehydrogenation of isobutane as a model reaction. Standard 

dehydrogenation reaction suffers from the major drawbacks: high temperature required for the 
endothermic process and a rapid deactivation of catalysts due to coke deposition. An alternative 
route, oxidative dehydrogenation (OXD) of alkanes, is much more favourable from the 
thermodynamic standpoint. It is also a demanding  process, because the olefins formed are much 
more reactive than the starting alkane. The knowledge of the possible reaction centres and local 
environments of the vanadium ions are of paramount importance in designing an active and selective 
catalysts.  

 
Catalytic properties of the [Si,V]-MCM-41 solids were studied and correlated with their 

physico-chemical properties. By using 51V NMR five different V5+ species were discerned in the 
samples and the NMR parameters characterising vanadium units were obtained. We have 
demonstrated  that insertion of vanadium into the siliceous matrix with the MCM-41 structure 
increases sharply the olefin selectivity, this being the highest for the silicon to vanadium ratio around 
30. As revealed by NMR studies, samples containing tetrahedral, slightly distorted vanadium centres 
give rise to the enhanced selectivity towards olefin. Evidence was therefore provided that isolation 
and stabilization of vanadium in tetrahedral coordination in the MCM-41 type materials was 
responsible for yielding high selectivity to isobutene. 

 
 

Acknowledgement. We thank the Polish Academy of Sciences / C.S.I.C. Interchange Agreement for 
supporting this work. 
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 The method proposed is based on the transformation of amino acids in appropriate fluoro-
containing derivatives and measurements of their 19F NMR spectra. The identification of amino acids 
present in the investigated mixture is done by comparing the determined fluorine chemical shift 
values with those obtained for model compounds. Among several chosen commercially available, or 
prepared, fluoro markers, 2-chloro-1,5-dinitro-3-trifluoromethylbenzene appears to be the most 
suitable. 

Cl

O2N CF3

NO2

CHO2H

O2N CF3

NO2

R

NH

+ RCH(NH2)CO2H

 
The method has been checked in several pilot experiments in which samples of urine of healthy 
individuals as well as of patients suffering from, for example, tyrosinemia or maple syrup diseases 
were investigated. In the latter cases increased concentration of such aminoacids as tyrosine or 
leucine, isoleucine and valine was unequivocally noticed. Preliminary attempts at applying the 
presented procedure to the determination of amino acids in blood also seem to be promising. 
 Presently, our investigations concern the urine samples of women suffering from 
microalbuminuria, a disease characteristic for menopause period. Ten such samples have been 
analyzed. In eight of them high levels of glycine and tyrosine were observed. The third nitrogen base 
present in all the above samples was identified as butylamine. It certainly originates from tolbutamid, 
a medicine taken by the patients. The results will be compared with those obtained for urines from 
healthy women. 
 We also performed the first analysis of the cerebrospinal fluid sample of a person suffering 
from brain adenoma. Of seven observed nitrogen bases six were identified as threonine, valine, 
tauryne, glutamine, phenylalanine and butylamine. 
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3D MR Microscopy may be used for quantitative analysis of root canal shape and volume 

[1,2]. 3D SE pulse sequence measurements using 4.7 T research MR system (Resonance Instruments 

Ltd.) were made to compare shape and volume of first female upper premolar’s cavities to their 

gypsum model. Prior to the experiment, the samples were placed in the CuSO4 solution to decrease T1 

and degassed to minimize magnetic susceptibility artifacts. A 3D SE pulse sequence was used to 

produce images containing up to 512x256x64 voxels with dimension of the 30x60x300 µm3. The 3D 

MR data were analysed using  automatic segmentation algorithm under IDL 5.5 (Research Systems) 

environment. The reconstructed shape and volume of the original tooth and it’s gypsum model were 

compared. Results indicate the possibility 3D MRM of use as the original, alternative non-impression 

technique of visualization and root canals shape and volume registration.  
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It is well known that diets rich in fruit and vegetables are protective against cardiovascular 
diseases and cancers. The bioactive constituents are mainly polyphenolic compounds: flavonoids, 
tannins, phenylpropanoids or phenolic acids. The role of flavonoids has been extensively studied, 
however, less is known on bioavailability and metabolism of hydroxycynnamic acids in humans. 
These acids are widely distributed in plant tissues although most frequently occur as esters, with 
quinic acid or glucose.  

Their medicinal activities are related to antioxidant and radical scavenging properties. 
Insertion of an ethylenic linkage between a phenyl ring and the carboxylate group increases 
antioxidant capacity [1], in comparison to the respective phenolic acids.  

Since the correlation between antioxidant activity and chemical structure/bioactive 
conformation is far from clear it seemed interesting to study solid state structure of some 
hydroxycynnamic acids, with various arrangement of OH and OCH3 substituents.  

The 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of coumaric, caffeic, ferulic, sinapic and chlorogenic acids 
were recorded on a Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer at 100.6 MHz, the samples were spun at 10 kHz in 
a 4 mm rotor.  

13C MAS chemical shifts were compared to the respective data for solution. In the crystalline 
phase phenolic acids usually form hydrogen bonded dimers with two O-H…O bonds. The downfield 
shift of CO signal indicated that such hydrogen bonded dimers probably exist in the studied samples. 
The analysis of chemical shifts enables the conclusions as to the orientation of OH, OCH3, and 
CH=CH substituents. 
 
[1]. C.A. Rice-Evans, N.J. Miller, G. Paganga, Free Radic. Biol Med., 21, 933 (1996) 
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Inhibiting the human immunodeficiency virus-1 protease (HIV-1 PR) is one of the major goals 
of the anti-AIDS drug design. Enzyme/inhibitor interactions depend dramatically on the protonation 
state in the active site of the protease, which contains an aspartyl dyad (Asp25/Asp25′). Thus, the 
reliable method to determine the protonation state of the these carboxylic groups may help to 
elucidate the hydrogen bond pattern in enzyme/inhibitor complexes and will help to design 
mechanism-based inhibitors. Furthermore, it may provide fundamental insights into the enzymatic 
mechanism. These considerations were used as a background for the research we present here. 

A frequently used method for determining the exact charge state of carboxylic groups in 
proteins is 13C NMR spectroscopy. We believe that the reliable information can be obtained by 
measuring H/D isotope effects on carboxylic 13C NMR chemical shift. In order to investigate these 
isotope effects – and thus to give a tool to detect protonation states of active sites in biomolecules – 
we have measured low-temperature NMR spectra of several model compounds, namely, 

a) acetic acid monomer (in a complex with SbCl5) and acetic acid cyclic dimer; 
b) acetic acid homo- and hetero-conjugates (acetic acid complexes with TBA acetate, 

chloracetate, dichloracetate and trichloracetate); 
c) two anions with strong intra-molecular hydrogen bond between -COO groups (TBA 

hydrogen maleate (TBAM) and TBA hydrogen citraconate (TBAC)); 
Using freons (polar aprotic CDF3/CDF2Cl mixture) as solvents allowed us to measure liquid 

state NMR spectra at down to 110K, where slow proton and molecular exchange regimes were 
reached. 

One of the main conclusions made from the obtained correlations is that in the region of very 
low-field proton chemical shift (19-21 ppm), traditionally referred to as a “region of strong, short 
hydrogen bonds” isotope effect undergoes abrupt drop from it’s absolute maximum to zero, providing 
a sensitive tool to locate the proton in the hydrogen bridge. For example, slight asymmetrization of 
the hydrogen bridge in TBAC leads to a drop of the isotope effect on one of the carboxylic carbons 
almost to zero, while that on the other carboxylic carbon somewhat rise, in comparison with isotope 
effect for symmetric TBAM. This result indicates, for instance, that the finding of a H/D isotope shift 
on carboxyl 13C chemical shifts does not mean necessarily a classical situation of a protonated COOH 
group; nor that the finding of a small or no isotope shift indicates a classical carboxylate anion. 

 
This work was partially supported by Russian Foundation of Basic Research, grants 00-03-32923 
and 02-03-32668, and the Fonds der Chemischen Industrie, Frankfurt. 
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Two cyclic analogues of vasopressin: 

Cys-NMePhe-NMePhe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Arg-Gly-NH2 (1) and 

Cys-NMeDPhe-NMeDPhe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Arg-Gly-NH2 (2) 

were synthesized by the solid phase method. On the basis of two-dimensional NMR in H2O/D2O 

(9:1), interproton distances were derived according to which model conformations were built and 

refined using molecular dynamics simulations of both peptides. The TOCSY and ROESY spectra of 

both peptides displayed four distinct sets of residual proton resonance. This suggests that both 

analogues in H2O/D2O (9:1) adopt four groups of conformations (major and three minor species). The 

major species of both peptides include a trans peptide bond  between the first and second residues, 

and its cis form between second and third residues. 
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Molecular order and dynamics have been studied in hexagonal and lamellar phases of 
lyotropic liquid crystalline system of decylammonium chloride (DACl) + water aligned in magnetic 
field. The influence of temperature and surfactant concentration on reorientation rates of the 
surfactant molecules has been examined by means of 2H-NMR spectroscopy and relaxometry for both 
the selectively deuterated surfactants and heavy water (D2O) molecules. The optical polarising 
microscopy has been used to verify the orientational effects. 

Molecular reorientations in the liquid crystalline systems involve local chain segments 
motions and collective long-range layer fluctuations (synchronised movements of many molecules). 
These motions tend to be anisotropic due to specific molecular packing. The orientational effects can 
easily be studied by 2H-NMR spectroscopy. These experiments require however selectively 
deuterated molecules. In same cases information about system architecture can be obtained from the 
NMR studies of heavy water molecules, since the motions of these molecules become restricted by 
the aggregates geometry. 

The surfactant used in these studies exhibits negative diamagnetic susceptibility, which means 
that the long axes of the molecules tend to align along the axis perpendicular to the direction of 
applied strong magnetic field. The 2H-NMR spectra depend on the orientation of the symmetry axis 
of motions with respect to the magnetic field direction. In the case of lamellar phase this axis is 
pointed along the normal to the bilayer. In the aligned systems the normal to the bilayer is on average 
oriented perpendicularly to the magnetic field and consequently a doublet is observed at frequencies, 
which correspond to the perpendicular components of the Pake powder pattern (Fig. 1). In the 
hexagonal phase the symmetry axis is the axis of cylinders and consequently rotational diffusion of 
the molecules around this axis occurs. Since cylinder axes are on average aligned parallel to the field, 
the 2H-NMR spectrum of hexagonal phase consists of a doublet at frequencies that correspond to the 
parallel components of the Pake pattern. The results are consistent with the diffusion coefficient 
measurements along the direction parallel to the magnetic field [1].    
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Figure 1. Selected 2H-NMR spectra of [7,7-d2] DACl 57% + H2O system in the lamellar phase 

 (a) with random distribution of domains orientations; (b) aligned in the magnetic field (4.7 T) 
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 Thiourea makes a large number of inclusion compounds with organic molecules (like e.g. n-

alkanes, cyclohexane, cycloheptane).  The thiourea molecules interrelated by hydrogen bonds form a 

kind of channels whose cross-section resembles a honeycomb and their diameter is of about 1nm. 

Thiourea also makes inclusion compounds with many inorganic salts (e.g. of cadmium, cesium or 

thallium), but only a few inclusion compounds of thiourea with organic salts are known. An example 

of such a compound is the complex with pyridinium nitrate (SCN2H4)2 - (PyH)+ NO3
- (Py = C5H5N). 

The aim of this study was to recognise dynamics of this system.  

Molecular dynamic of the complex was studied by NMR and dielectric spectroscopy. For a 

polycrystalline samples: (SCN2H4)2 - (PyH)+ NO3
-, (SCN2D4)2 - (PyD)+ NO3

-, (SCN2H4)2 - (d5PyH)+ 

NO3
- in a wide range of temperatures the values of the spin-lattice relaxation time T1, second moment 

of NMR line were measured. Two phase transitions were detected at 215 K and 280 K. The phase 

transition from the low-temperature to the intermediate phase is accompanied by a change in the 

slope of the temperature dependence of T1. The phase transition from the intermediate to the high-

temperature phase is accompanied by a jump change in T1. In the low-temperature phase the 

activation energy for reorientation of the pyridinium cation is 12 kJ/mol. 

Measurements of the complex permittivity were performed for polycrystalline samples in the 

range from 100 K to 300 K for a few frequencies of the measuring field from 1 kHz to 13 MHz.  The 

temperature dependence of the real component of permittivity reveals anomalies at 215 K and 283 K, 

related to the phase transitions. The maxima on the temperature dependence of the imaginary 

permittivity testify to the dynamics of the pyridinium cation.  

Using the atom-atom potential method, the shapes of the reorientation barriers for the cation 

rotation about the axis perpendicular to its plane were calculated. The calculations were made 

assuming the 6-exp potential.  

On the basis of the spectroscopic data and calculations an attempt was made to describe the 

dynamics of the pyridinium cation. 
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 S100A1 protein is a member of S100 subfamily of EF-hand Ca-binding proteins. The protein, 
strongly conserved among mammalian species, has been shown to participate in cell cycle regulation, 
cell proliferation, as well as microtubule and neurite organization. Similarly to the majority of other 
S100 proteins, it is a homodimer of two subunits, each composed of 93 amino acid residues (MM= 
10.3 kDa). As shown recently in our laboratory, thiol groups of cysteine 85 in both subunits can react 
with mercaptoethanol, glutathione, and free cycteine and can be easily be nitrosylated with nitric 
oxide (Dr. Aleksandra Wyslouch-&LHV]\�VND� SULYDWH FRPPXQLFDWLRQ). Such chemical modification 
affect the protein structure and lead to considerable changes in its Ca-binding properties (Dr. Grazyna 
Goch, private communication). Therefore, they can be suspected to play an important role in 
regulation of the protein activity. 

 In our communication the NMR structure of bovine apo-S100A1(αα) protein, with SH groups 
of cysteine 85 residues blocked by 2-mercaptoethanol, is presented. The basic structural differences 
between bovine apo-S100A1(αα) and rat apo-S100B(ββ) in the reduced form relies on a short α-
helix in the hinge region between two EF-hand motifs. This region plays a crucial role in the 
interaction of S100 proteins with target proteins. The three-dimensional structure of bovine apo-
S100A1(αα) is complimented by studies of internal dynamics of backbone amide 15N nuclei. The 
analysis of relaxation data according to the model-free approach confirms the positions of secondary 
structure elements including presence of a short α-helix in the hinge region. In addition, some 
structural effects of glutathionylation and nitrosylation of cysteine 85 thiol group are also discussed. 
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